CYBER ESSENTIALS

Cyber Essentials is suitable for all
organisations, of any size, in any sector.

Cyber Essentials is a security framework aimed at
helping organisations of all sizes prepare for and
protect against a wide range of common cyber threats.
Government-backed and Industry-supported, Cyber
Essentials focuses on the implementation of key
technical controls to establish a solid foundation of
cyber security with two levels of certification:

Cyber Essentials
A self-assessment certification, externally
assessed by an approved certification body

Builds on Cyber Essentials by adding independent
hands-on technical assessments

A Cyber Essentials certification shows that your
business considers security and that your business
has taken the fundamental steps to mitigate the
associated risks.
Cyber

CyberScale offers three tiers of assisted Cyber
Essentials services:

Silver
For organisations with an experienced internal IT team
or external partner needing some expert assistance
understanding the Cyber Essentials requirements.
This service includes:

Cyber Essentials Plus

Advantages
of
attaining
certification include:

Approach

Essentials

o Mitigating common information security and
data protection risks within your business
o Improving your reputation and reinforcing trust
in your business
o Improving retention of existing clients and
attracting new prospects
o Qualification for UK Public Sector contracts
that require Cyber Essentials certification
If you want to learn more about Cyber Essentials
and what it takes to get certified, CyberScale can
help you decide which level of certification is right
for your business and guide you through the process
with the help from our team of qualified Cyber
Security specialists.

Cyber Essentials Workshop
The workshop can be delivered either at your offices
or remotely and will help us to understand your
organisation and any specific goals or objectives,
as well as familiarising you with the scheme and its
requirements.
We’ll make sure you fully understand the certification
process and ongoing requirements, as well as the
potential timelines and costs involved so you’re armed
with the right knowledge to plan and execute your
certification project.
Pre-Submission Validation
Our experts will validate your submission and ensure
that there are no outstanding actions or missed
requirements.
IASME-Approved Certification
When you’re ready to get certified, CyberScale will
make sure your submission is assessed by our IASMEapproved certification body partners.
Email and Phone Support
Throughout the certification process whether in the
preparation, implementation or verification phase, you
can count on our support.
CyberScale experts will be just a phone call or email
away to assist you with clarification and advice when
you need it.

CYBER ESSENTIALS

Gold

Platinum

For organisations who need help to formulate an
Action Plan and guidance to assist along the way.

Our top tier gives you a complete guided service from
planning to implementation and submission and is
ideal for organisations with minimal IT resources or
experience.

This service delivers everything included in the Silver
tier, plus the following:
Gap Analysis
Our team will undertake a review of your organisation’s
current state of compliance against the Cyber Essentials
control areas and the business areas in scope.
The gap analysis will enable us to identify any aspects
of your organisation’s security processes, policies,
and technical controls which would require further
development for Cyber Essentials certification.
Our clear & concise gap analysis report contains an
Executive Summary that can be understood by all
members of your organisation – including individuals
who may be in management or non-technical roles.
The remainder of the report will clearly outline the
key technical areas at the heart of Cyber Essentials,
then based on the information collected during the
workshop will detail where your organisation does
and does not meet the certification requirements.
Action Plan
Based on the findings in the Workshop and the gap
analysis, CyberScale will identify the key actions
required to address any gaps to prepare your
organisation for Cyber Essentials certification.
CyberScale will highlight areas where your
organisation may require additional resources or
knowledge to compete remedial actions and will
provide proposals for providing further assistance in
these areas if required.
Managed Submission
Our experts will manage your submission process
ensuring that everything is in order and all assessment
information is included.

This service delivers everything included in the Gold
tier, plus the following:
Guided Implementation
Having worked with you to gather all the necessary
information in the workshop, identify the gaps and
formulate an action plan, CyberScale will help you
fill the gaps and execute your action plan ready for
certification with our Guided Implementation service.
Our experts will work with you to address all areas
of need, helping you to implement the controls and
processes required for successful Cyber Essentials
certification.

Interested in Cyber Essentials Plus?
With the added benefit of practical assessments
to put your Cyber Security resilience to the test,
Cyber Essentials Plus will give you a true picture
of the state of security in your organisation.
Our Assisted Cyber Essentials Plus packages
include internal and external Vulnerability Scans,
patch audits and email, web and malware threat
assessments and we can help you understand
the results and how to use them to improve your
policies and processes along with preparing for
certification.
With a choice of packages to suit your business
and goals our experts can show you where
you’re currently vulnerable and how to prioritise
your response. Follow-up scans will show you
the difference that can be made with effective
vulnerability management.
Ideal if Cyber Essentials Plus is part of your
business strategy, CyberScale could help you
find and fix your weakness before a
cyber-criminal does.

Book a Discovery Call to Discuss Your Security Needs
E-Mail: contact@cyberscale.co.uk
Call Us: 01603 339 550

www.cyberscale.co.uk/contact

